Manhattan Speed Limits

Signed Streets
Speed Limit (mph)

Speed limits displayed are as of 12/4/15. Manhattan streets in gray are 25 mph and not signed.
Manhattan Speed Limits (Before 11/7/14)

Signed Streets

Speed Limit (mph)

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Speed limits displayed are pre-25mph default. Manhattan streets in gray are 30 mph and not signed.
Signed Streets

Speed Limit (mph)

Bronx Speed Limits

Speed limits displayed are as of 12/4/15. Bronx streets in gray are 25 mph and not signed.
Signed Streets

Speed Limit (mph)

Speed limits displayed are pre-25mph default. Bronx streets in gray are 30 mph and not signed.
Signed Streets Speed Limit (mph)

- 15
- 20
- 25
- 30
- 35
- 40
- 45
- 50

Speed limits displayed are as of 12/4/15. Brooklyn streets in gray are 25 mph and not signed.
Queens Speed Limits

Signed Streets

Speed Limit (mph)

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Speed limits displayed are as of 12/4/15. Queens streets in gray are 25 mph and not signed.
Queens Speed Limits (Before 11/7/14)

Speed limits displayed are pre-25mph default. Queens streets in gray are 30 mph and not signed.
Signed Streets
Speed Limit (mph)

15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50

Speed limits displayed are as of 12/4/15. Staten Island streets in gray are 25 mph and not signed.
Staten Island Speed Limits (Before 11/7/14)

Signed Streets
Speed Limit (mph)

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Speed limits displayed are pre-25mph default. Staten Island streets in gray are 30 mph and not signed.